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Will it Last?
How tough is your choice of pool finish - in time will 
it chip, crack or flake, spoiling the look of your pool?

surface provides protection against harmful 
chemicals and UV rays.

Guaranteed.  Who says?
Does the surface you are considering for your pool 
interior have it’s own warranty, or is the installer’s 
workmanship guarantee your only protection?
Is the warranty backed by a sound, Australian 
company who will still be around in years to come
if you need them?

lifestyle products in Australia.

Is it Australian Made?
Was the product designed and manufactured in 
Australia to stand up to our harsh conditions and
weather extremes?

experience and was developed in Australia for 
Australian pools.

What colours can you choose?
Many people choose a blue surface for their pool 
interior, but it shouldn’t be your only choice.
Check that the product comes in a range of colours 
and patterns giving you the freedom to create your 
own unique pool environment.

than 8 designer colours and patterns giving you the 
freedom to create a pool uniquely yours.

How does it all stack up?
Now you have to make a choice, a choice that
will ultimately determine the performance of
your pool’s interior.
Ultimately - we believe there’s only one choice-

ask your installer for a list of Aqualux™ pool
owners you can talk to.

Is it safe for children?
Is the pool interior you are considering kind to skin?  

so you don’t have to worry about cuts and scrapes.

Are you in good company?
Is the pool surface you are considering tried and 
tested and in use around the country in thousands
of pools?

than 20,000 pools around Australia.

Do you have confidence in the installer?
Some pool interior manufacturers train their 
installers, and form a national network of recognised 
professionals - be careful, others don’t!

network of installers who have been professionally 
trained by experienced fabricators.

Will it perform?
Is it lacquer coated to resist staining, fading and 
chemical attack?
Aqualux™provides all of these features, including
a special lacquer coating on printed liners.

Choose the right interior for the your ultimate pool...
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chemicals and UV rays.  The flexible surface won’t chip or crack so it is ideal for both new and
refurbishing existing pools.
Soft to touch and easy to clean, Aqualux’s

™

stunning new range of designer colours and patterns 
means that you can now create the ultimate pool for your whole family.

For more information consult your pool specialist

PO BOX 1566
Swimlinings Pty Ltd

Browns Plains BC QLD 4118
www.aqualux-pool-liner.com.au full decorative effect of  Aqualux™ please check a sample. 

Aqualux™.   Don’t simply take our word for it,

Aqualux™ comes in a stunning range of more 

Aqualux™ is soft to touch and non-abrasive,

Aqualux pool finishes are currently in use in more

Installation of Aqualux™is carried out by a 

Aqualux™ won’t chip or crack and its flexible 

Aqualux™ is backed by a 7 year warranty, provided 
by Aqualux - one of the most trusted names in 

Aqualux™ is backed by over 25 years of 

Aqualux - designer pool surfaces for you - exclusive in style and unmatched in quality for your perfect pool

Aqualux was developed especially for the Australian climate so it’s resilient against harmful 



Before
After

Soft to touch and easy to clean, Aqualux’s™ stunning range of designer 
colours and patterns means you can now create the ultimate pool for
your whole family.

name for lifestyle products that are perfectly suited to Australian
 conditions.  The strong and flexible surface won’t chip or crack, and its 
unique multi -layered construction protects against harmful chemicals, 
UV rays and also resists algae and fungal growth.

installed by a network of trained specialists that help you create a
stunning pool or re-furbish an existing one for a fresh new look.

Providing a superior result in a pool of any shape, non-abrasive and soft

your ultimate pool of captivating colour and style.

instructions, as well as the Care and Maintenance brochure.

™
Before
After

membrane that seals the pool so that even with slight ground movement your pool will not leak.

So sit back, relax and enjoy the look of your old pool becoming new again.

Create a new pool or renovate an old one.....
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A demonstration of Aqualux™ toughness and durability
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Costa Rica

Casablanca

Maldive

Dark Blue

Light Blue

Aqualux™ can help you create your perfect pool. It’s flexible surface means it can fit into any 
shape - so be it building a new pool or resurfacing an old one, Aqualux™ is the perfect choice.

Aqualux™ is ideal for the reconstruction of swimming pools that, with age, have become 
cracked or chipped causing the loss of water through the pool shell.  Aqualux™ creates a 

Aqualux -exclusive in style and unmatched in quality 

Aqualux™ pool finish is developed in Australia by Aqualux - a trusted 

Used in more than 20,000 pools around the country, Aqualux is 

to touch, Aqualux™ is the safest choice for your pool finish.

Warranted by Aqualux for 7 years, the Aqualux range is perfect to create 

Refer to www.aqualux-pool-liner.com.au for the Aqualux Warranty and Installation 
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